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ABSTRACT. The spatial distribution, magnitude and timing of precipitation events are being altered globally, often leading to extreme
hydrologic conditions with serious implications to ecosystem services, water, food and energy security, as well as the welfare of billions
of people. Motivated by the pressing need to understand, from a hydro-ecological perspective, how the dynamic nature of the hydrologic
cycle will impact the environment in water-stressed regions, we implemented a novel approach that predicts precipitation spatio-temporal
trends over the drought-burdened region of East Africa, based on other major hydrological components, such as vegetation water content
(VWC), soil moisture (SM) and surface temperature (ST). The spatial patterns and characteristics of the inter-relations among the four
aforementioned hydrologic variables were investigated over regions of East Africa characterized by different vegetation types and for
various precipitation intensity rates during 2003 ~ 2011. To this end, we analyzed multi-year satellite microwave remote sensing observations of SM, ST, and VWC (derived from Naval Research Laboratory's WindSat radiometer) as well as their response to precipitation
patterns (derived from NASA's TRMM 3B42 V7). We categorized precipitation into four bins (ranges) of intensity and trained five
different state-of-the-art machine learning models for each of these categories. The models were then applied to predict the spatiotemporal precipitation dynamics over this complex region. Specifically, the Random Forest and Linear Regression models outperformed
the others with the normalized mean absolute error being less than 27% for all of the categories. The characteristics of the predicted precipitation were in turn used to classify vegetation regimes in East Africa. Our results indicate significant discrepancies in the performance
of the models with varying values in the predicting skill as well as their ability to accurately classify vegetation into different types. Our
predictive models were able to forecast the three vegetation regimes, i.e., Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna/Grasslands and Shrubland,
with precision rate of at least 81% for all of the aforementioned precipitation bins.

Keywords: machine learning, linear regression, passive microwave remote sensing, precipitation, random forest, soil moisture, surface
temperature, vegetation water content

1. Introduction
Water is the key environmental parameter that provides an
inter-connectedness among ecosystem components. Varying
precipitation (P) patterns, vegetation, and soil moisture (SM)
dynamics, are the linkages in a natural environment that determine the complexity in such systems (Dunbar et al., 2001;
Porporato et al., 2002; Asbjornsen et al., 2011). In regions
where water is constantly or seasonally limited, its spatial and
temporal distribution determines the phenology and sustainability of vegetation regimes (McVicar et al., 2012) and thus
influences the regional hydro-climatology and biotic composition (Wolff et al., 2011; D'Odorico et al., 2012; Grimm et al.,
2013; Fisher et al., 2014). Any variations in the water's availability or timing can significantly impact ecological processes
*
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and services, food, water, and energy security, economic prosperity, and even create tension between riparian countries that
have different water needs at different times of the year.
Climate variability and the associated intensification of the
hydrologic cycle are altering the spatial distribution, magnitude
and timing of precipitation events, often leading to extreme hydrologic conditions, such as droughts or floods. Several studies
(Boko et al., 2007; Christensen et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2011;
Faramarzi et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2014) show that regions
where water is constantly or seasonally limited, will be disproportionally impacted in future climates, jeopardizing crop and
livestock production, fish stocks and fisheries. Moreover, the
increasing water demands due to the rising population further
exacerbate the problem, by fundamentally changing the water
supply in many regions across the globe, with severe implication to natural habitats and the welfare of billions of people.
Accurately assessing and quantifying P dynamics at the global
scale is therefore highly critical. However, this need becomes
imperative in regions that are topographically and climatologically very diverse, and which are usually characterized by a signif-
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icant paucity of in-situ P data. Water-stressed regions or countries
typically have limited resources for mitigation and adaptation,
while their economies often depend primarily on rain-fed agricultural systems. One such geographical domain is the region
of East Africa. The only way to measure P over this topographically complex domain is via remote sensing from space. However, despite its advantages, satellite-derived P has its own limitations. Specifically, satellite P products are characterized by
limited temporal coverage (the average life span of a satellite
ranges from 5 to 10 years). It becomes therefore evident that alternative methods of precipitation estimation are of paramount importance, as they can complement or enhance existing precipitation estimation techniques (satellite, airborne or ground-based
i.e., radar-derived or in-situ).
Accurate prediction of P has always been crucial in hydrological research, since it plays a key role in weather forecasting
which could also serve as a promising tool to determine the early
warnings of severe weather events. Forecasting P is a complex
process since it depends on other factors such as surface temperature (ST), humidity and pressure which are highly timedependent and vary in space. Thus, the need to build a robust
mathematical model to ensure the accurate prediction of P is of
vital importance.
A joint initiative between the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) of National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Aviation Weather Research Program of the Federal Aviation Administration, the Salt River Project, and the
National Weather Service (NWS) Office of Hydrology Development led to the National Mosaic and Multi-sensor QPE
(Quantitative Precipitation Estimation) project, or NMQ, offering a real-time quantitative precipitation estimation. In addition to NMQ, a variety of statistical methods have been explored in the literature to forecast the precipitation rates such as
the ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrating Moving Average) model, Generalized Linear Model (GLM), Markov model, gray
theory-based prediction model, among others. Geetha et al.
(2015) explored the capacity of regressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) model to predict the rainfall of a coastal
region in India for 2009 ~ 2013 with the potential predictors of
temperature, dew point, wind speed, maximum temperature,
minimum temperature and visibility. Graham et al. (2017) described the Box-Jenkins time series seasonal ARIMA approach
for prediction of rainfall on monthly scales in the district of
Allahabad with temporal coverage of 1985 ~ 2015. Stern et al.
(1983) fitted the non-stationary Markov chains to the occurrence of rain, and gamma distributions with parameters which
vary with the time of year to the rainfall amounts towards an
effort to develop robust numerical methods for rainfall prediction. Chandler et al. (2002) illustrated the use of generalized
linear models (GLMs) to test the changes in the rainfall pattern
of South Galway region of western Ireland. Mangaraj et al.
(2012) fitted a 2-state Markov chain probability model to the
collected daily rainfall data in Orissa state of India towards an
attempt to study the pattern of rainfall occurrence. Ingsrisawang et al. (2010) employed the use of three statistical methods, i.e., First-order Markov Chain, Logistic model, and Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) in modeling the rainfall
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prediction over the eastern part of Thailand for Meteor and GPCM datasets, obtained from Thai Meteorological Department
(TMD) and Bureau of the Royal Rain Making and Agricultural
Aviation (BRRAA), with temporal coverage of 2004 ~ 2008.
Moreover, Ho et al. (2015) developed an effective flood forecasting system for midsize rural watersheds where grey rainfall
forecasting technique was adopted based on existing hourly
rainfall data. These studies have yielded promising results in
accurately forecasting precipitation. However, certain deficiencies exist, which call for further scientific scrutiny. The prediction error of extremum is larger in the ARIMA model, the GLM
model assumes a particular base relation between target observations and the predictors, and the Markov model and gray model-based forecasting model are primarily suitable for the exponential growth of precipitation rates (Nelder et al., 1972; Du et
al., 2018). Machine learning models have recently emerged as
powerful fast big data processing unit to overcome these shortcomings, while being equipped with advanced optimization
modules.
Limited studies have proposed novel methodologies to classify
the vegetation types. Beon et.al. (2017) proposed a modified
approach to map vegetation in Saemangeum - an estuarine tidal
flat on the coast of the Yellow Sea in South Korea using multitemporal downscaled images. This study used co-kriging methods
to downscale Landsat imagery to the resolution of a RapidEye
image, providing an effective method for creating an accurate
vegetation map, which is essential for monitoring and managing
the ecosystem of the reclaimed Saemangeum area. Additionally,
Xu et.al. (2007) proposed a three-step method, combining vegetation and environmental factors and the feature extracted
from remote sensing images, to classify vegetation types in Beijing
suburb area. Gilmore et.al. (2008) examined the effectiveness
of using multi-temporal satellite imagery, field spectral data,
and LiDAR top of canopy data to classify and map the common
plant communities of the Ragged Rock Creek marsh, located
near the mouth of the Connecticut River.
In this work, on the other hand, we examine the potential
of fully automated data-driven methods backed by advanced
optimization techniques to disentangle the underlying interrelations of the investigated hydrological and hydro-meteorological components to forecast the precipitation rate and, ultimately, classify the vegetation regime. Note that the automation characteristics and the fast-processing knowledge discovery of the
data driven models, and machine learning methods in particular, lends itself to miscellaneous applications as the inherent
interrelations of the data points are merely learnt by the optimization, without any manual or external human effort. Additionally, the statistical strategies require an assumption to set the
base model type (for example the order of non-linearity relation
of predictors and the target). Contrarily, the advanced nonparametric machine learning models such as the Random Forest can
unravel any mapping function through information inference of
the data, without any prior assumption over the data, and thus
lead to an efficient alternative to the statistical methods. Moreover, the traditional statistical models are limited in the number
of input variables that can be effectively combined for precipitation prediction. Advances in machine learning has now cir-
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cumvented this issue as the number of input variables can be
arbitrary large (Mitchell et al., 1997).
Hydrologist often refer to “calibration” as an inevitable procedure to tune the model’s parameters so that the simulated flow
resembles the observed flow data (Singh et al., 2002). This is
accomplished by properly adjusting the parameters involved.
While, this technique would necessarily improve the reliability
of the model, certain challenges associated with calibration have
been reported in literature (Sorooshian et al., 1983; Beven et al.,
2001, 2006; Madsen et al., 2003); limitations such as the physical distortion caused by an incorrect parameter tuning, and of
course, the tedious computational time. We could associate the
training phase of the learning models to the calibration stage of
the conventional hydrological modeling. In the training stage,
the parameters of the machine are incrementally optimized to
extract the complex relation of the input and output with an end
goal of a better prediction in testing phase. To this end, we provide the machine with a huge bulk of miscellaneous independent input data. The training stage, benefits from advanced optimizers (such as Stochastic Gradient Descent) to uncover physical underpinnings while evading the time-costly computations,
leading to a nimble and optimized learning module. The optimal
hyper-parameters of the best model, trained in the training phase,
would then be imparted to the testing phase to evaluate the performance of the trained machine.
Therefore, an appropriate design of parallel-distributed learning framework not only accelerates the information inference,
and hence, outperforms the conventional hydrological or statistical methods in terms of computational cost, but also promises
to ease the problem of modeling while the model is solely learnt
through data, without any prior assumptions.
Several studies have focused on the implementation of
machine learning techniques in P prediction. Sumi et al. (2012)
studied the data-driven machine learning method to predict the
P level for daily and monthly rainfall of the Fukuoka city in
Japan where a hybrid multi-modal method using the Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), the K-nearest Neighbor (KNN), Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) and Support vector Regression (SVR) and the Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE)
of the prediction is presented. Khan et al. (2006) examined the
potential of Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Multilayer
Linear Perception (MLP) in predicting lake water levels. Specifically, water level data for Lake Erie from 1918 to 2001 were
used in training the two models to predict this property for the
following 12 months; although the evaluation results (using rootmean-square and correlation coefficient) were promising in both
cases, the intra-model comparison showed that the MLP outperformed SVR. Kenabatho et.al. (2015) explored the artificial
neural network (ANN) and Multiplicative Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (MARIMA) models to predict the
rainfall in Botswana. Hybrid models such as the combination
of wavelet transform and artificial neural network (WANN) has
been proposed by Kim et.al. (2003) where predictive models to
predict the Conchos River Basin were proposed and evaluated.
In addition, Karran et al. (2014) compared the use of four
different models, i.e., ANN, SVR, wavelet-ANN, and waveletSVR in a Mediterranean, Oceanic, and Hemiboreal watershed.

Despite the increasing number of studies focusing on the
use of machine learning models, little has been done regarding
the utilization of microwave remote sensing observations of major
hydrologic components in a natural system in the aim of predicting P patterns. SM is the “core of the hydrological cycle” (NoyMeir, 1973; Eagleson, 1978; Federer, 1979; Eagleson, 1982), and
is characterized by a “cause and consequence” relationship with
the regional vegetation (Rodriguez-Iturbe, 2000). As one of the
most important and dynamic variables in water-stressed regions,
SM impacts land surface energy flux, the interaction of land surface with the atmosphere, and a suite of hydrological processes.
Moreover, the interactions between SM and vegetation water
content (VWC), especially in arid or semi-arid regions, are substantial, resulting in strong interdependence and significant
feedbacks between SM dynamics and land-atmosphere water.
Furthermore, P is the main climatic driver of vegetation dynamics (Stampoulis et al. 2014; Stampoulis et al., 2016), while
(ST) is another environmental variable that plays a critical role
in the aforementioned feedbacks and interactions. Therefore,
jointly examining the dynamics of P, VWC, SM, and ST can
provide a more holistic and integrated characterization of the
regional hydrologic regime.
The current study jointly uses daily passive microwave remote sensing observations of the above variables, i.e., VWC,
SM and ST for the 2003 ~ 2011 period, provided by WindSat,
a satellite-based polarimetric microwave radiometer, to predict
the spatio-temporal patterns of P in the highly complex waterstressed region of East Africa. In this work daily passive microwave remote sensing observations of P, derived from NASA's
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) were also used
for the purpose of training the various machine learning models. We perform various analyses such as accuracy, precision,
F-1 score, Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and the
area under this curve to evaluate the performance of our vegetation classifier. A comprehensive introduction on these parameters can be found at Fawcett (2006). The primary objectives
of this study are to: 1) investigate the efficiency and skill of various machine learning models in predicting P trends over East
Africa, and 2) classification of different vegetation types based
on the predicted precipitation level. To the best of our knowledge this is the first eco-hydrological study that jointly uses
multi-year daily microwave remote sensing observations of
VWC, SM and ST to predict the highly complex P trends in the
significantly diverse region of East Africa using state-of-theart machine learning models. This study also offers significant
insight into a new vegetation classification method based on
precipitation intensity levels.

2. Study Region
2.1. Topography and Land Use
Equatorial East Africa (EA) (100N ~ 100S / 300E ~ 500E)
is the study area which encompasses the countries of Ethiopia,
Somalia, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and southeastern Sudan. Defined by the Great Rift Valley, EA is characterized by landscapes
with high relative relief in close proximity to the ocean (Pik,
2011, Figure 1a). Several orographic features of varying
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Figure 1. Maps of (a) topography and (b) land-cover categories in East Africa.

Figure 2. Maps of (left) average and (right) standard deviation values of (a ~ b) precipitation derived from TRMM 3B42, as well
as (c ~ d) surface temperature (e ~ f) soil moisture, and (g ~ h) vegetation water content, derived from WindSat's respective
algorithms over East Africa for 2003 ~ 2011.
sloping relief, large inland lakes, and widely spaced deserts or
semi-arid sites make this region one of the most topographically diverse areas of the continent (Figure 1a), with an enormous
effect on its climatology (Nicholson et al., 1990; Nicholson, 1996;
Conway et al., 2005). Figure 1b shows the different vegetation
categories of EA. For the most part, the study area is characterized by Forest, Woody Savanna, Savanna, Grasslands, and
Shrublands. Savanna and Shrublands occupy 36 and 35% of the
study area respectively, while woody savanna regions represent
10% of EA. Grasslands and forested regions account for 8 and
6% of the total area respectively. Other land-cover categories,
such as croplands, mixed forest, and barren land occupy smaller
regions that appear sporadically in the study area, and therefore
only the five aforementioned categories were used for the classification of vegetation types.
For the purposes of this analysis, we grouped certain vegetation categories using several geographical and physiological
factors. The entire northeastern region of EA (light- and darkgrey regions in Figure 1b) is represented by Shrublands. Moreover, Savanna and Grasslands are not only physiologically and
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phenotypically similar vegetation types (McPherson, 1997;
Anderson et al., 2007) but they also appear sporadically in the
same geographical region, i.e., central and northern Tanzania (Figure 1b). Therefore, these two vegetation types will be deemed
as one category. Furthermore, areas characterized by Forest or
Woody Savanna always appear in tandem; however, this vegetation regime is represented by two major geographically apart
regions, i.e., dark-green and brown regions in central-western
Uganda and western Ethiopia (Figure 1b). These two regions are
jointly assessed, as spatiotemporal analyses of VWC and SM
behavior over both regions were performed using WindSat
VWC and SM observations and showed very similar responses.
All analyses for this study were conducted at the 1/4 degree
spatial and daily temporal resolution, and only 0.25 deg pixels
with homogeneous vegetation types were used for the classification method. Land-cover type homogeneity was determined by implementing a threshold value of 60% as the minimum
number of the finer resolution land-cover pixels with common
vegetation type within each 0.25 deg pixel.
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2.2. Climatology
Although EA lies within the tropical latitudes, it exhibits a
complex pattern of regional climatic proles (Nicholson, 1996),
owing to the combination of large-scale tropical controls, such
as the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) that migrates biannually across the region (Nicholson, 1996; Wolff et al., 2011),
the existence of various surface water bodies, high relative relief,
and maritime influences (Nicholson, 2000; Verschuren et al.,
2000). Because of the ITCZ, parts of the study area experience
a bimodal P regime that brings rainy seasons from March to
May (namely “long rains”) and from October to December (namely “short rains”) (Kabanda et al., 1999). The bimodal regime,
however, changes gradually into a single season with increasing distance from the Equator (Conway et al., 2005). The major
sources of moisture flux into the region are the monsoonal wind
systems, the flow of which is significantly modified inland by
the various topographical patterns (Ogallo, 1988), resulting in
high spatial and temporal variations in P (Figure 2a, b). Similarly, ST in the region varies greatly in space; Somalia, eastern
Kenya, southeastern Ethiopia, South Sudan, and parts of Tanzania are remarkably hotter than the rest of the study domain,
while north-eastern/northwestern regions are subject to greater
temporal T variations (Figure 2c). EA is also characterized by
great hetero-geneity in VWC (Figure 2g) and to a lesser extent
in SM (Figure 2e). Temporal variations of SM and VWC also
change significantly in space, indicating that the region is extremely complex both topographically and climatologically
(Figure 2f, h).

3. Data
3.1. Precipitation
The region of EA is characterized by a severe paucity of
in-situ P data (Dinku et al., 2007), and thus, the only way to
measure P over this topographically complex domain is via remote sensing from space. The satellite P product used in this
study is derived from a joint mission between NASA and Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) and named Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA), specifically 3B42 V7, which is a gaugeadjusted (over land only) product (Huffman et al., 2007). This
product is the combination of two sub-products, the microwave
and the microwave-calibrated infrared. The final product has a
relatively fine spatial (0.25 deg) and temporal resolution (3
hourly) and is available both as post-analysis (3B42 V7) where
the 3-hourly passive microwave/infrared estimates are adjusted
using monthly gauge comparisons, as well as in real time (3B42
RT) without the gauge correction. The P product used in this
study is TMPA 3B42 V7 (covering all areas 500N ~ 500S for
1998 ~ 2014) at the daily scale and for the 2003 ~ 2011 period.
Due to the sparseness of gauges in the study region, the estimated P is characterized by relatively high uncertainty (Tian et
al., 2010; Dinku et al., 2010; Behrangi et al., 2014).
3.2. Vegetation Water Content, Soil Moisture, and Surface
Temperature
WindSat was developed by the Naval Research Labora-

tory (NRL) primarily to provide the Navy with the much needed
ocean surface wind vector measurements; however, it also measures other environmental parameters such as SM, ST, and
VWC. Daily observations of VWC, volumetric SM, and ST
were provided by the physically-based land algorithm of the
NRL’s Wind-Sat radiometer for 2003 ~ 2011. Its algorithms simultaneously retrieve VWC, SM, and ST using polarized 10.7-,
18.7-, and 37-GHz channel measurements (Li et al., 2010; Turk
et al., 2014). The algorithm's approach is among the few multichannel algorithms (Njoku et al., 1999, 2003; Owe et al., 2001,
2008) that add the 37-GHz channels. The Single Channel Algorithm (SCA) has also been using the 37 GHz channel to correct
for factors that affect the retrieval (Mladenova et al., 2014). Sensitivity studies (Li et al., 2010; Turk et al., 2014) showed that
the 37-GHz channels can offer significant SM sensitivities under low vegetation conditions. In another study, Parinussa, Holmes,
and De Jeu (2012) derived surface SM from WindSat using C or
X-band brightness temperature observations according to the
Land Parameter Retrieval Model (LPRM) and validated the retrieved SM using in situ observations in Europe and Australia;
WindSat SM retrieval was found to have a consistent response
to changing environmental conditions, consistent temporal behavior, and the ability to capture the daily variation of SM.
WindSat automatically accommodates nonlinear transitions, such as that between significant SM sensitivity over desert to high ST sensitivity over vegetated land (Li et al., 2010).
The WindSat land algorithm uses Sensor Data Records resampled
to a global cylindrical Equal-Area Scalable Earth Grid (EASEGrid) (Brodzik et al., 2002) of 25 km for further SDR data processing and land retrieval. The land algorithm bins the swath
data onto the EASE-Grid and composes different orbits into separate daily ascending (evening passes) and descending (early morning passes) les. For this study, WindSat data were resampled
via (nearest neighbor) interpolation to a regular 0.25 deg grid,
and only descending passes were used, to ensure smaller retrieval
errors, as the differences between effective land surface and
vegetation temperatures are at the daily minimum.

4. Methodology
4.1. Data Splitting
There are two major precipitation types: stratiform and convective. The first type is characterized by low precipitation rates
(usually long steady rain at low rates) while the latter is the
typical summer storm (short duration and intense rainfall). Moreover, although there is no consensus on a fixed precipitation
rate threshold that clearly defines the limit between these two
types, several studies (e.g., Liu et al., 2013) consider the rate
range of 4 ~ 6mm/hr as that threshold value. Therefore, we used
the value of 5 mm/hr as our designated threshold. Further, and
for the purposes of this study, we divided these two precipitation regimes (P ≤ 5 and P ≥ 5) in two subcategories for each one,
as in “light- and heavy-stratiform” and “light- and heavy convective”, to achieve a better representation of rainfall characterization over East Africa. As such, we have divided our precipitation data into four bins shown in Table 1 and for each bin we
trained a predictive model.
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4.1. Missing Values Interpolation
Due to a couple temporary WindSat instrument failures,
the recorded values for VWC, SM and ST are missing for those
time periods. For each of these missing values at some time t,
we perform a linear interpolation between two adjacent nonmissing values before and after t. Figure 3 shows the original
vegetation time series for one cell as well as the interpolated
version for a short time interval.

of temporal autocorrelation between the data points, as they are
chosen in an absolutely random and shuffled manner. In the
end, the predicted results are cross-checked via a human expert.
From a technical perspective, we developed a function F() that
can map observations of VWC, SM, and ST into one precipitation rate with some error level denoted as w():

P  F (SM , VWC, ST )  w(t )

(1)

It is worth noting that the training and testing examples
were used seperately and no training example would be used in
the testing session. Since the number of days with low precipitation rate were considerably high, potentially biasing our learning model towards predicting very low precipitation rate for almost any combination of feature set, we categorized our dataset
based on the precipitation rates into four levels shown in Table 1.
Via this approach, we were able to build a model for each category independently and predict the precipitation rate with low
error rates.

Figure 3. Original vegetation water content time series versus
the interpolated version.
4.3. Prediction of Precipitation Rate Using Other
Hydrological Components
There are indeed many environmental, as well as humaninduced parameters affecting precipitation regionally or globally. However, this study aims at using only major hydrological
(soil moisture, vegetation water content) and hydrometeorological (surface temperature) components to predict precipitation
over the region of East Africa. All of the aforementioned variables are derived from satellite remote sensing techniques and
therefore, although other parameters, such as topography, do
affect the aforementioned correspondence, we do not account
for non-hydrological or non-hydro-meteorological variables in
predicting precipitation, as this would be beyond the scope of
this study. Figure 4 shows the work flow of P prediction using
the other strictly hydrological or hydrometeorological parameters. This process was carried out on a cell-by-cell basis Figure
5). Starting from the top left, we capture the VWC, SM, and ST
as the features to predict the P rate of that particular cell. Henceforth, we split the P rates for all nine years (i.e., 3287 days) into
a training and a testing session. The model is trained via training examples and then the optimal learning hyper-parameters
are sent into the testing session to predict the testing examples.
In this study, we have used 80% of the examples (i.e., 2629
days) for training the model and have tested the model against
the remaining 658 examples. Each cell contains four time series
for VWC, SM, ST and P for the under-study time interval i.e.,
2003 ~ 2011, leading to 3287 data points (or days) per each variable. It is worth noting that we first shuffle and then split the
time series into 80% for training and 20% for testing, leading
to two disjoint and absolutely random sets. Therefore, the training and testing data points are randomly selected discrete data
points. With this choice of data splitting, we reduce the effect
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Table 1. Dividing the precipitation rates into four levels,
indicating the light/heavy stratiform and convective
precipitation patterns
Precipitation
Level (P)
0<P≤2
2<P≤5
5 < P ≤ 10
P > 10

Precipitation
Pattern
Light Stratiform
Heavy Stratiform
Light Convective
Heavy Convective

Precipitation
Level
Level 0 ~ 2
Level 2 ~ 5
Level 5 ~ 10
Level 10

4.4. Models
To identify the best predictive model that estimates the
precipitation rate using the hydrological components, we trained five state-of-the-art machine learning models and evaluated
their performances individually. We examined linear regression,
nearest neighborhood regression, random forest, support vector
regression and multilayer perception as the predictive model.
In this section we briefly describe the mathematical derivations
of these learning models.
4.4.1. Nearest Neighborhood
This model is the simplest predictive model, as it predicts
the observed value for one testing set of feature vector as a linear combination of the observed values for the nearest feature
vectors in feature space. In this work, we have regressed a new
sample as the mean of the nearest three examples in feature
space, where our criterion was the distance in Euclidean space
of feature vectors:
k

P( x* )  i P( xi )
i 1

x  [VWC* SM * ST * ]
*

(2)

where xi is the i-th nearest neighbor of x in feature domain and
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Figure 4. The block-diagram indicating the flow of learning methodology to predict the precipitation rate using vegetation water
content, soil moisture and the soil temperature. Note that we split the white region into 80 × 80 cells and train a model for each
cell.
αi is determined by how close x and xi are in feature space. In
case αi = 1/K, then P(x*) is the average of the nearest neighbors.
4.4.2 Linear Regression
Linear regression seeks the linear relationship between the
observed values disturbed by some noise level, ε, and the potential predictive variables. Mathematically, given the dataset
of size K, {yi; xi}i = 1:k, linear regression searches for a matrix W,
which maps the predictor variables into the observations:

Y WT X  
W *T  argmin || Y  W T X ||2

would be a linear combination (i.e., the mean or median) of the
predicted values by each tree. Given the dataset of size K, we
randomly extract N (< K) examples, fit a tree to these training
models, and the final predicted value would be the linear combination of the outcome values, out of these trees. This procedure would lead to a more robust model. A single tree would be
highly sensitive to the noise level, but an ensemble of the trees
and taking the average of them, would decrease the variance of
the model, and hence a more robust model is built.

(3)

where W*T is the linear relationship between X and Y with the
minimum prediction error among all valid transformations of
W. In case the noise level is negligible, the relation between the
observation matrix (Y) and the matrix of predictors is given by:

W T  YX T ( XX T )1

(4)

Note that, this regression model is suitable to learn a simple but
general model.
4.4.3. Random Forest
Random forest is an ensemble of learning model, constructed by a multitude of decision trees and the regressed value

Figure 5. The whole region of interest (ROI) shown for the
3287 days corresponding to the nine years of data used in this
work. We have split each day into 80 by 80 cells. For each
cell, we have three features including vegetation water content
(VWC), soil moisture (SM), soil temperature (ST) as well as
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the corresponding precipitation value (P) for the 3287
recorded days. We use the 80% of the recorded data for each
cell to train a model to predict the precipitation rate for the
remaining days.

(Relu (x) = max (0, x)) as the activation function. We have adopted
the Adam optimizer to update the weights in the network. Interested researchers are referred to (Bello et al., 2017).
4.4.5. Support Vector Regression
Support vector machine (SVM) can be used in regression
mode, maintaining the variables searching for the maximal margin
criterion. From a mathematical perspective, we developed a function f(x), with at most having ε-deviation from the target y. Here
we individualize the hyperplane which maximizes the margin
(refer to Figure 7):

1
min || W ||2
2
yi  Wxi  b  
Wxi  b  yi  

(5)

Table 2. Comparison between Different Machine Learning
Models in Terms of Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE)
and Standard Deviation of Error of the Predicted P Level
Machine Learning Model

Figure 6. The schematic of a multilayer perception (neural
network) which maps an input of size D into a single output y.

Random Forest

Support Vector Regression

Linear Regression

K-Nearest Neighborhood
(K = 3)

Multi-layer Perceptron (NN)

Figure 7. The schematic of the support vector regression model.
4.4.4. Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)
A class of feed-forward neural networks consisting of
three fully-connected layers or more, i.e., input, hidden and
output layers (Figure 6). MLP is a RD→RL transformer, where
D and L are the input and output sizes, respectively. It would
learn a non-linear transformation function like G to map the
input into a space where they are linearly separable (classification mode) or they are regressed to a single value (regression
mode). It also consists of an activation function which maps the
weighted inputs into an output. In this work we have used Relu
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Level
0~2
2~5
5 ~ 10
10
0~2
2~5
5 ~ 10
10
0~2
2~5
5 ~ 10
10
0~2
2~5
5 ~ 10
10
0~2
2~5
5 ~ 10
10

NMAE
0.26
0.157
0.13
0.154
0.286
0.172
0.143
0.142
0.26
0.155
0.13
0.15
0.283
0.169
0.141
0.169
0.699
0.332
0.259
0.176

STD
0.164
0.093
0.078
0.14
0.199
0.114
0.094
0.152
0.158
0.091
0.076
0.131
0.197
0.11
0.091
0.157
0.265
0.164
0.147
0.125

*Random forest and Linear Regression out-perform the other three
machine learning models with the lower normalized mean absolute error
for most of the precipitation levels.

5. Results
In order to evaluate the performance of each model’s skill
to predict the precipitation rate, we definne the normalized
mean absolute error as:

NMAE  (i 1| Pi  Pi |) / max( P)
N

(6)

where P and P are the actual and predicted precipitation rates
with size N, respectively. Note that this criterion would sug-
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Figure 8. (a) Normalized mean absolute error (four panels on the left) and its (b) standard deviation surfaces (four panels on the
right) in prediction of precipitation for the four precipitation levels.

Figure 9. Histogram of normalized mean absolute error (NM-AE) of precipitation prediction using random forest model for four
precipitation levels of (a) Level 0 ~ 2, (b) Level 2 ~ 5, (c) Level 5 ~ 10, and (d) Level 10. Note: In all cases, the error does not
exceed 0.2.
gest the percentage of error with respect to the maximum value
in the actual precipitation records. We compute this value for
each cell and the average of these values would be treated as
the performance of a model. The standard deviation of the errors for each cell, suggest how well the model has predicted the
precipitation rate across different cells. Table 2 shows the normalized mean absolute error and the standard deviation of the
predicted precipitation value for five different methods, Random Forest (using 100 trained decision trees), Support Vector
Regression (ε = 0.2), Multi-layer Perceptron Neural Network
(with 32 hidden layers, Relu as the activation function and

Adam method as the optimizer) and Linear Regression. Evidently, random forest and linear regression have outper-formed
the other methods having the least NMAE for most of the precipitation levels. The NMAE surface as well as error standard deviation have been plotted in Figure 8. The maximum NMAE is
around 1.5 in the first category, where this number is less than
0.6 in all other three categories. Water bodies in the figure are
shown as white regions, as this study focuses on precipitation
that occurs over land only. Figure 9 illustrates the histogram of
error for the random forest model (one of the best predictive
models in Table 2) for all four precipitation levels. Note that, in
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all of the cases, the error does not exceed 0.2, indicating the
high performance of the model. As can be seen in Figure 10,
apart from the MLP, the other four models exhibit similar performance in terms of NMAE for all four categories, revealing
the robustness of these learning models.

culated the most important feature in predicting the P level at
the regions containing each of the vegetation group. Clearly,
(ST) has been the most relevant feature to predict the P level in
Savanna/Grasslands as well as Shrublands, where (SM) contributed more in the Forest/Woody Savanna regions. Figure 12
presents the most important feature to predict the P level across
all cells in the region of interest. Evidently, the feature with the
highest contribution is ST followed by SM and VWC. This pattern could be attributed to the fact that in water-limited regions
there is strong interdependence and significant feedbacks between ST and surface moisture, resulting in substantial landatmosphere water and energy fluxes. Furthermore, temperature
is a very crucial parameter that affects rainfall distribution. It is
noteworthy that under "temperature" there are other parameters
included as well, such as wind (caused by temperature differences) which are considered as important predictors for P. Figure 13 shows the P map and the regions with the three vegetation types, i.e., Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna/Grasslands and
Shrublands.

Figure 10. (a) Normalized mean absolute error and its (b)
standard deviation for each of the four precipitation levels
compared across different learning models.

6. Classification of Different Vegetation Types
In this section, we attempt to associate the P level with different vegetation types, i.e., Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna/Grasslands and Shrublands. In Figure 11, we show the average of the
P level for the regions containing these vegetation types in three
different curves. We calculated the spatial average of the P level
for each region and hence we have 3278 data points, one for
each day in the nine-year period used in this study. As shown
in Figure 11, on average, more P occurs over the Forest/Woody
Savanna regions, while less is observed over Savanna/Grasslands. Shrublands observe the least P. In the previous section,
we trained a model for each cell using 80% of the P data within
each cell and predict the remaining 20% based on the trained
model and reported the normalized MAE as well as its standard
deviation. Hence, for each cell we have a time series containing
actual 2629 days (80% of 3287 days) and 658 predicted data
points. In this section, we train a random forest model to predict
the vegetation type via taking the average of the P levels for
each day but just using the actual 2629 days and evaluate either
the remaining 658 can predict the vegetation type. We report
the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and the area under its curve, accuracy, precision, recall and F-1 score as the
classification performance parameters. In Table 3, we also cal-
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Figure 11. Time series of the smoothed spatially-averaged
daily measurements of (a) P rate, (b) VWC and (c) SM for the
three major land-cover categories of East Africa. Note: Gaps
in the time series are due to temporary instrument failure.
Table 3. The most Important Feature in Precipitation
Prediction over Each of the Vegetation Regimes
Precipitation
Level (P)
Level 0-2
Level 2-5
Level 5-10
Level 10

Savanna /
Grasslands
SM
ST
ST
ST

Forest / Woody
Savanna
SM
VWC
ST
SM

Shrublands
ST
ST
ST
ST

*As shown, (ST) has been the most important feature to predict P over the
Savanna/Grasslands as well as Shrublands whereas (SM) was characterized
by the highest contribution in predicting P over Forest/Woody Savanna
regions.
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We fine-tune the classifier’s parameters to achieve a better classifier with the AUC of higher than 0.5. Figure 14 shows the
ROC of the trained random forest model to predict the three
types of vegetation regimes, Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna/
Grasslands and Shrublands as well as the area under its curve
(AUC). As can be seen, in all of the cases, our model has outperformed the random classifier (the dashed black line) in
which the average AUC is above 0.62 within the four P levels.

Figure 12. Feature importance plot for the precipitation
prediction for the four precipitation levels of (a) Level 0 ~ 2,
(b) Level 2 ~ 5, (c) Level 5 ~ 10, and (d) Level 10, for all 80 ×
80 cells.

7. Receiver Operating Characteristics

Figure 14. The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and
the area under the curve (AUC) for the Random Forest model
to predict the vegetation type for the four different P levels of
(a) Level 0 ~ 2, (b) Level 2 ~ 5, (c) Level 5 ~ 10, and (d)
Level 10 for the Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna Grassland,
Shrubland and the average curve. Note: For better illustration,
we have used short format for the three types of vegetation as
Forest, Grass and Shrub.

A commonly used method to evaluate the performance of
a classifier is the rate of true positive rate:

8. Conclusions

Figure 13. The figure indicating (a) the temporal average
precipitation map and (b) the vegetation type map for the
region of interest.

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =

𝑇𝑃(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
𝑇𝑃(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)+𝐹𝑁(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)

(7)

as a function of false positive rate:
𝐹𝑃𝑅 =

𝐹𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
𝐹𝑃(𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)+𝑇𝑁(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)

(8)

for different cut-off thresholds of the classifier. Such a curve is
called Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC). Each point
of the ROC curve represents a sensitivity and specificity for a
threshold used by the classifier. As the classifier can reach the
maximum true positive rate (= 1) at a lower false positive rate,
we have trained a better model. Henceforth, the area under the
ROC (AUC) serves as a telling representative for the performance of the classifier. The random classifier would have the
same true and positive rate, and hence, has the AUC of half.

Inspired by recent advances in artificial intelligence, and
machine learning strategies in particular, as a powerful tool to
approximate the physical-based hydrological models, this study aims at evaluating the performance of the top state-of-theart machine learning models to predict the precipitation rate
using three potential hydrological predictors, i.e., vegetation
water content (VWC), soil moisture (SM) and surface temperature (ST) over the region of East Africa. Although precipitation rates have been estimated using machine learning models
in recent studies (Khan et al., 2006; Sumi et. al 2012; Kenabatho et al., 2015), this is the first time, to the best of our knowledge, the three aforementioned hydrological components are
explored, within a learning framework, as the potential drivers
of precipitation.
In this work, to enhance the prediction accuracy, the investigated variable was divided into four categories based on the
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precipitation rates, and a learning model was trained for each
category (light-heavy stratiform and light-heavy convective precipitation patterns, refer to Table 1). We reported the prediction
performance as the normalized mean square error (NMAE defined
in Equation 6) between the observed and predicted precipitation rates. The Random forest and Linear Regression models
outperformed the others, achieving the minimum prediction
NMAE for most of P levels. Our results present the surface
temperature as the main element to forecast the precipitation
rate, followed by soil moisture and vegetation water content.
We contribute this to the strong correlation between soil moisture and surface temperature in water-limited regions. Such a
strong correlation would then lead into water fluxes in the region.
Moreover, temperature fluctuation will directly affect the Earth’s
water cycle, via impacts on evapotranspiration, and changes in
the conditions for cloud formation, and will consequently alter
precipitation patterns. As such, surface temperature plays a pivotal role in determining the precipitation rate.
All of the variables (VWC, SM, ST) used to predict precipitation in this study are derived from satellite remote sensing techniques and therefore, although topography does affect the correspondence between precipitation and the aforementioned parameters, its influence is, for the most part, partitioned into the
effect of (among others as well) temperature, soil moisture and
vegetation water content on precipitation. In other words, via
the use of these three parameters, we inherently take into account regional geomorphologic characteristics. However, we
note that accounting for non-hydrological or non-hydro-meteorological variables in predicting precipitation is beyond the
scope of this study.
Additionally, we used our predicted precipitation rates to
train a random forest model and classify the three vegetation
regimes i.e., Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna/Grasslands and
Shrublands. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), the area
under its curve, accuracy, precision, recall as well as the F-1
score were reported (Table 4) to evaluate the performance of
this random forest model.
Table 4. Area under the ROC Curve (AUC), Accuracy,
Precision, Recall and F-1 Score of the Random Forest
Classifier to Detect the Three Vegetation Regimes,
Forest/Woody Savanna, Savanna/Grasslands and the
Shrublands for the Four P levels
Precipitation
Level (P)
Level 0 ~ 2
Level 2 ~ 5
Level 5 ~ 10
Level 10

AUC

Accuracy Precision Recall

F-1 Score

0.71
0.66
0.62
0.80

0.50
0.46
0.45
0.54

0.57
0.58
0.59
0.62

0.81
0.93
0.94
0.85

0.50
0.46
0.45
0.54

Our main premise is based on the fact that we associate
unique precipitation trends and characteristics to different vegetation types. Indeed, in a specific geographic location where
various vegetation types exist, there is a significant correlation
between major precipitation attributes (e.g. total annual accumulation, average rainfall rate, timing of precipitation, etc.) and
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vegetation type. Clearly, the predicted precipitation is associated with uncertainty and therefore the same applies to the classification of vegetation types using predicted precipitation rates
to train our models. However, in this study we showed that there
is an immense potential for utilizing AI and machine learning
models to explore the inherent relationships of major hydrological components and vegetation, without the need of utilizeing information on physical characteristics and properties. However, we acknowledge that using predicted precipitation inherently propagates uncertainty to our vegetation classification
scheme.
The results in this work indicate the prominent capacity of
the advanced artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, and machine learning models in particular, to unravel the inherent interrelationships of hydrological components, including but not
limited to, vegetation water content, soil moisture, surface temperature and the precipitation rate via developing learning models, without an explicit knowledge of the underlying physical
behaviors. These learning models, accompanied by the cuttingedge theories in optimization, have elevated the prediction accuracy since they are capable of acquiring knowledge based
upon their prior experience, obtained by mining diverse data
resources with dissimilar distributions. Such knowledge acquisition strategy not only hones the prediction skills of these learning models, as we feed them with more and more data, but would
also boost the general automation level in hydrological modeling. Furthermore, these AI technologies own miscellaneous
hyper-parameters to be tuned, and hence, expedite the computational time and provide the researchers in the field with an efficient alternative for the physical-based hydrological models.

9. Limitations and Future Work
In this section, we discuss the current study’s limitations
from both hydrological and data analytics perspectives. Although satellite remote sensing observations have numerous
advantages, they are also characterized by certain limitations.
Low frequency of the observations, varying errors in space and
time, and relatively low coverage period (typically a few years
to a couple of decades) constitute the main disadvantages,
which are, of course, reflected in our methodology. No mathematically- or physically-based approach is ever 100% reliable
when it comes to representing natural processes. However, based
on our results, the presented novel methodology is characterized by a significant potential for unraveling and further describing the most intricate linkages and interactions among the
major hydrological components of the different ecosystems in
East Africa. Because of the nature of remote sensing products,
which have errors that vary in space, the methodological approach presented in this study has an efficiency that varies with
different geographical area, as well as with the use of different
satellite products. Moreover, the land surface type is assumed
to be non-dynamic, especially for the limited time period of the
data used in this study. Furthermore, the method presented here
is directed towards identifying the three main vegetation regimes of East Africa and, therefore, our findings apply only to
this geographic location. The extensibility of this study is how-
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ever feasible, depending on the availability of satellite observations and with varying efficiency in identifying the regional
main vegetation regimes.
Data-driven models have recently obtained immense applicability in hydrologic modeling as they tackle the conventional shortcomings in physically based models, such as the uncertainty in the estimation of hydrological parameters. Furthermore, the data deluge from meteorological observations leading to a daunting big-data and signal-processing challenge calls
for a nimble interpretation scheme to disentangle the intricate
relationship of hydrological components without an explicit
need to deal with the underlying physical processes. However,
certain limitations still apply to data-driven models. A limiting
factor in data-driven models and machine learning is the lack
of sufficiently clean and homogenous data. While developing
suitable learning architecture often remains as the primary challenge in AI, data quality is essential for the algorithms to function as intended. Noisy data, datasets containing tremendous
outliers and missing values, are the quintessential drawbacks of
a reliable machine learning model. Data governance, integration and exploration are prescribed as the potential solutions to
this conundrum. As mentioned throughout the paper, the dataset used herein contained missing values for a number of days
due to the temporary Windsat satellite failure. We adopted linear interpolation to impute these missing values. The interoplation operation would then replace the actual observations by
the synthetic statistically inferred values. This, however, could
deteriorate the performance of our predictive model, while
dealing with enormous missing values. This issue often gets
plagued as the outliers are also observed in the data. Moreover,
a general rule of thumb in machine learning suggests feeding
massive amount of data to machine with an aim to enhance the
general predictive capability of the model. In this study, however, we used nine years of data for each of the components.
Evidently, training the machine learning models with several
more years of data would lead to a more general, and hence,
better performing model.
Further analyses, including the use of other remote sensing
products regarding surface hydrologic properties (e.g. normalized radar cross section, evapotranspiration), can reveal more
information about the dynamics of different ecosystem processes, and provide a more integrated understanding of plant
and ecosystem responses and behavior during extreme hydrologic conditions, which will undoubtedly provide machine learning models with more information, thus resulting in more representative findings of higher accuracy. As mentioned earlier,
we for the purpose of this study studied the direct effect of
VWC, SM and ST on the precipitation rate, and subsequently,
their indirect effect on the vegetation regime, while a comprehensive study of the potential predictors necessitates a detailed
exploration of several parameters including but not limited to
the aforementioned components. Evidently, introducing other
potential predictors would enhance our predictive model. Note
that there exists absolutely no limitation on the number of the
to-be-fed features into our learning models, and hence, making
our model robust enough to be applicable to miscellaneous scenarios. In terms of further improvement on the machine learn-

ing models, a prolific literature on training the machine, utilizing the optimal subset of training data points, has been introduced as active machine learning literature (Cohn et al., 1996;
McCallumzy et al., 1998; Brinker et al., 2003; Nguyen et al.,
2004). Machine learning models, deployed with sophisticated
active learning module, would definitely constitute the future
exploratory work of this study.
While the advantages of machine learning models have
been extensively studied, the reliability implications of using
them in cascaded mode is not well understood. One of the major sources of unreliability is the error propagation issue. As
mentioned earlier, we forecasted the precipitation rates via
VWC, SM and ST, and utilized the predicted precipitation to
classify the vegetation regime in a sequential framework. Clearly, the prediction error in precipitation would then impose additional error in the vegetation classification. As part of the further study, we focus our investigations towards fine-tuning the
learning parameters of our models to mitigate this issue.
All of the aforementioned efforts will ultimately lead to a
more sustainable management of water and carbon resources in
future climates.
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